Keys for written test for the Post of State Project Manager (CSC) held on 26.12.2021
Answer Choice 1
Answer Choice 2
Answer Choice 3 (optional) Answer Choice 4
(optional)

Topic

Question Text

State Project

Users are reporting Internet connectivity issues. The network

Manager (CSC)

administrator wants to determine if the issues are internal to the

traceroute

Correct answer

Ping

nslookup

netstat

Choice 1

IIT- New Delhi

IIT- Roorkee

IIT- Kanpur

Choice 4

company network or if there is an issue with the ISP. Which of the
following tools should be used to BEST determine where the outage
State Project

is occurring?
Common Service Centre's (CSC) e-Governance Services India Limited IIT-Mumbai

Manager (CSC)

and this IIT institute has tied to upscale Unnat Bharat Abhiyan,

State Project

recently.
MeitY, GoI has constituted a committee of experts under the

Justice BN Srikrishna

Arvind Panagriya

Justice Bobde

Justice CP Thakur

Choice 1

Manager (CSC)
State Project

chairmanship of _________ for data protection.
Routers R1 and R2 are connected via a private line using PPP. On

Network layer protocol

Link establishment

Optional

Link establishment

Choice 4

Manager (CSC)

this link, which of the following options lists the steps in PPP session phase, optional

phase, network layer

authentication phase, phase, optional

establishment in the correct order?

protocol phase, optional network layer

authentication phase,

link establishment phase authentication phase

C:\>tracert 198.78.34.2

authentication

protocol phase, link

phase, network layer

establishment phase

protocol phase

C:\>ping 198.78.34.2

C:\>traceroute

C:\>route print

Choice 1

1-2-3-4

198.78.34.2
2-3-1-4

4-3-2-1

Choice 1

State Project

Which command on Windows will allow you to verify the path a

Manager (CSC)
State Project

packet gets routed through on the network?
Following are the phases of Project Management Life Cycle. Arrange 3-2-1-4

Manager (CSC)

them in correct order. 2.Design, 2. Marketing, 3. Analysis and

State Project

evaluation, 4. Inspection, testing and delivery
Project performance consists of

Time

Cost

Quality

All of the above

Choice 4

Manager (CSC)
State Project

Which Indian state has launched a portal named ‘PAReSHRAM’, to

West Bengal

Odisha

Maharashtra

Madhya Pradesh

Choice 2

Manager (CSC)
State Project

deliver the state department services?
Router R1 is configured to run EIGRP. Which tables of EIGRP route

SPF table

Neighbor table

Query table

State Table

Choice 2

Manager (CSC)

information are held in RAM and maintained through the use of

State Project

hello and update packets in this router?
Which of the following are included in “Digital India” program?

e-governance

Wi-Fi in All Universities

Broad band

All of the above

Choice 4

Manager (CSC)

connectivity at village

State Project

When implementing virtualization, a server must provide ample

Manager (CSC)
State Project

memory space for the ______.
Digital signature service has been launched on Aadhaar platform.

Manager (CSC)
State Project

What is it called?
Why do most enterprises prefer a hybrid infrastructure?

Manager (CSC)

Hypervisor

level
Virtual machines on

All of the above

Choice 4

DigiSign Desk

eSign Desk

the server
OnlineSign Desk

None of the above

Choice 2

Combines the flexibility

No vendor lock-in

Temperatures rise at

Operating system

and scalability of public
clouds with the control of
on- premises

slower rates

Choice 1

Output received

Both A & B

None of the above

Choice 3

Which multiple access technique is used by IEEE 802.11 standard for CDMA

CSMA/CA

ALOHA

CSMA/CD

Choice 2

wireless LAN?
What is an interconnected data center?

An interconnected facility A colocation facility

State Project

Design phase consist of

Manager (CSC)
State Project
Manager (CSC)
State Project
Manager (CSC)

Input received

An interconnected data

Choice 1

center is where networks in your own data centers for speed dating

State Project

You want to ping a router on your network from interface Serial 0/0

converge
This cannot be done;

Manager (CSC)

and not the path in the routing table. How can you achieve this?

packets cannot disregard configuration mode, and and specify the exit

temporary route for

the routing table.

the router exiting the

Enter the interface in
ping the remote router.

Enter extended ping,
interface

Configure a

Choice 3

interface.
State Project

Three access points have been installed and configured to cover a

SSID

BSS

ESS

IBSS

Choice 3

Manager (CSC)
State Project

small office. What term defines the wireless topology?
requirement in project becomes constant while the project is in its

40-50%

55-70%

70-80%

80-95%

Choice 4

Manager (CSC)
State Project

_____ progress stage.
Which business practice protects the information needed by the

Supplier management

Incident Management

Information Security

None of the above

Choice 3

Manager (CSC)

organization to conduct its business?

State Project

Which of the following are programs under Digital India scheme?

National Scholarships

All of the above

Choice 4

What is a Network Operating Center?

Portal
The area of a data center The area of a data center The area of a data

Manager (CSC)
State Project
Manager (CSC)

Management

where operators can

where the computer

eSign framework

operators monitor

network devices and

the network, also

from.

administer equipment in

known as the

need of maintenance

computer room.

What is the advantage of using a multipoint interface instead of

Manager (CSC)

point-to-point subinterfaces when configuring a Frame Relay hub in issues with distance

It avoids split-horizon

A multipoint interface

IP addresses can be

offers greater security

conserved if VLSM is

vector routing protocols. compared to point-topoint subinterface
Configurations. (D) The
multiple IP network
addresses required for a
multipoint interface
provide greater
addressing flexibility over
point-to-point
configurations

Choice 1

center where

monitor the performance network is operated

State Project

a hub-and-spoke topology?

Bharat Net

not being used for
subnetting.

None of the above

Choice 3

State Project

Server virtualization has proven to reduce data center capital and

Manager (CSC)

operational expenses assuming the consolidation ratio offsets the

Air-side economizers

Virtualization software

State Project

cost of _______.
Which of the following are benefits provided with access control lists ACLs monitor the

Manager (CSC)

(ACLs)?

number of bytes and

State Project

In general, quad-core CPUs are recommended for virtual hosts

packets
Most virtualization

Most virtualization

Manager (CSC)

because ______.

software is licensed by

software is licensed by

Implementation

licensing
Virus detection

Server power

Choice 2

supplies
ACLs identify

ACLs provide high

interesting traffic for

network availability.

DDR

Choice 3

Choice 1

the number of sockets in the number of cores in a
a server and not the

server and not the

number of cores you

number of sockets you

have.
Point-to-point

have.
Non-broadcast multi-

Broadcast

None of the above

Choice 1

PTP

PPTP

Choice 2

State Project

Under which network type circumstance would an OSPF router

Manager (CSC)

establish router adjacencies while not performing the DR/BDR

State Project

election process?
Which of the following VPN protocols establishes a secure session

IPSec

SSL VPN

Manager (CSC)
State Project

that can be initiated using a browser?
Why should incidents be prioritized?

To help automated

To identify which support To ensure that

To encourage a high Choice 3

matching of incidents to

team the incident should incidents with the

level of collaboration

problems or known

be escalated to

highest business

within and between

errors

impact are resolved

teams

Broadband Highways

first
IT sector Jobs

All of the above

Manager (CSC)

State Project

Which of the following are among the 9 pillars of the Digital India

Manager (CSC)

Program?

access

e-Governance

Choice 4

